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“ Travel is about connecting
people through communication,
knowledge sharing and
relationship building. FROSCH
is ready to be your partner in
travel.”
– Bryan Leibman

President & CEO, FROSCH

1.4 BILLION
MANAGED TRAVEL SPEND

1400
EMPLOYEES

FOUNDED IN

1972
CO-HEADQUARTERED IN

NYC/HOUSTON
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THE FROSCH
MANAGEMENT TEAM
The FROSCH management team has
extensive experience managing some of
the most sophisticated local, regional and
global travel programs. We have a proven
record of providing our clients with a
technologically advanced and customized
travel program. Jointly and individually, the
management team at FROSCH has
serviced clients from the following
business sectors – financial, legal,
entertainment, fashion, retail, advertising
and energy – to name a few. With our
strong corporate background and
experience, FROSCH offers corporations
unparalleled service and savings.
Bryan Leibman
In 1977, Richard Leibman, Bryan’s father
and current Chairman of FROSCH,
acquired sole ownership of the company.
In 1998, Bryan joined his father, and he
now serves as President & CEO. Under
Bryan’s leadership, FROSCH has
expanded by an average of 30% per year,
both through internal growths, as well as
through strategic acquisitions. Bryan is
based in Houston, TX, co-headquarters
for FROSCH.
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Lara Leibman
In 2004, Lara joined her brother and father
at FROSCH. She serves as Executive Vice
President, based in the company’s NYC
co-headquarter office. A former corporate
attorney with Enron, Dynegy and Cablevision,
Lara now oversees Corporate Account
Management.

Richard Leibman
In 1977, after immigrating to the United States
from South Africa, Richard Leibman
purchased FROSCH from the Frosch
family in Houston, Texas. At that time,
FROSCH employed six people. Under his
leadership, the company has grown
enormously. In addition, FROSCH is now
recognized as not only a leader in the travel
industry, but also for its successful and
innovative rewards and incentives solutions.
Richard is now joined by two of his three
children who are also in the business; his son,
Bryan, a physician who decided to join the
business 9 years ago and his daughter, Lara,
who is based in New York and oversees all
legal and communication matters for the
company. Richard serves as the current
Chairman of FROSCH, as well as serves on
several Advisory Boards.

MANAGING YOUR
TRAVEL PROGRAM
Managing a successful travel program
requires a cohesive and fully integrated
travel management strategy. Online,
offline, and throughout the world, FROSCH
offers solutions for 100% of your corporate
travel needs. With an emphasis on quality
and value, we address the needs of
travelers while providing maximum
savings. Our size, resources, experience
and industry position enable us to take
advantage of strong supplier relationships
that result in significant cost savings for
our clients. From small business to
multinational corporations, we further
leverage the expertise of our travel
consultants and cutting-edge technology
to shape the perfect corporate travel
management program for your business.
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“ I have worked with
Michael and Jeany over
many years on our USA
and global travel program.
They consistently deliver
TMC services that are
heads and shoulders above
the rest of the marketplace.”
– Christophe Luard

Global Travel Manager
LVMH Louis Vuitton

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
FROSCH manages all aspects of a client’s travel program, while identifying cost savings
and eliminating excess spend at every step – without sacrificing service. With an emphasis
on quality, rather than quantity, we employ a high-level service approach with management
involvement to ensure that you are optimizing your travel program. Our experienced
account managers employ the most comprehensive approach to analyzing your data and
developing a customized solution tailored to your company’s culture and business
objectives. Our corporate travel team provides:
Travel Policy
Vendor Negotiation & Management
Operational Time and Motion Evaluations
Best Practices
Global Consolidation
Technology Evaluation
Disaster Recovery Plan
Service Level Agreement
Risk Management

Corporate Social Responsibilities
ROI Behavioral Incentives
Groups and Meetings
Data Management
Customer Service
Value Add
P&L
Online Adoption

GROUPS & MEETINGS
The Frosch Group Department is a team of experienced operators trained in the handling
of a wide variety of groups and corporate meetings & incentives. What defines our team
is the attention to detail, flawless execution and focus on service. We design both
domestic and worldwide international programs, spiritual missions, sports teams, student
travel, corporate events, conferences, meetings, retreats, sales incentives and the like.
Our creative team handles the developmental responsibilities from destination research,
program design, and contract negotiation. Operationally, we assume the responsibility of
managing your enrollment through to onsite event management and post event accounting.
The Frosch Group Department can handle as much as you want, or as little as you need.
We partner closely with our clients, all working toward the common goal…success!
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DATA MANAGEMENT
Real-time online seamless access to your
travel data is an integral part of identifying
opportunities for program savings and
achieving your budgetary goals. Our bestof-industry software gives clients webbased access, providing complete and
continuous program transparency. The
FROSCH MIS team’s attention to detail
further ensures data accuracy and timely
delivery of your travel data. Our technology
protects against accidental or unauthorized
access or disclosure of confidential
information in profiles and reporting data.
These methods include the use of firewalls,
virtual private networks (VPNs), encryption,
and enterprise-wide virus detection and
eradication software. Our data
management offering includes, but is not
limited to, the following items:
Data Analysis
Benchmarking
Dashboards
Global Data Consolidation
Traveler Tracking
Unused Ticket Management
Data Security
Corporate Policy Exception Reporting
Pre-Trip Reporting
Contract Savings
Market Share Evaluation
Contract Compliance
Lost Savings
Extensive Credit Card Reconciliation
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“ FROSCH provides our
firm with full-range
travel services, providing
personalized service and
worldwide capabilities.
Their data management
tools and reporting help
us analyze our travel
spend. Since we began
working with FROSCH, we
are better able to identify
trends and opportunities
for savings.”
– Donna Manlove

Director, Operations
Bracewell & Giuliani, LLP

AUTOMATION & SELFSERVICE TECHNOLOGY
In an effort to eliminate any inefficiencies,
FROSCH deploys automated processes to
our front, mid and back-office operations.
Not a minute goes by when our quality
control software is not working to capture
a lower fare or clear a waitlisted seat that
is just dropping into inventory. Our software
investigates connecting flights, alternative
flight times, different airlines and nearby
airports. It also cross references the
client’s negotiated fares and checks for
lower fares prior to ticketing and keeps
checking after tickets have been issued
and travelers are on the final leg of their
trip. FROSCH’s system also answers the
need to increase compliance by identifying
policy exceptions before tickets are issued,
while there is still time to take corrective
action. Pre-trip reports indicate the
variance between the lowest fare offered

“ FROSCH is ‘the’ trusted
travel consultant. They
offer the best combination
of specialized knowledge,
insider connections, userfriendliness, and value.
They’re a ‘one stop shop’
for all your travel needs.
Their commanding
customer service is always
a daily relief.”
– Karrie Solpietro
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Travel Manager
Apax Partners

and the selected airfare, giving your
Travel Manager an opportunity to alter
a reservation that exceeds your policy
threshold. We are committed to ongoing
investment in leading technology to deliver
cutting-edge systems to our clients.
Our self-service technology facilitates
additional cost savings, allowing individual
traveler access to:
Online Booking Tools
Web Based Profile Management
E-Invoicing
Automated Authorization System
Unused Ticket Management
Traveler Portal
Expense Management Tools
Comprehensive Web-Based Reporting
Corporate Policy Exception Reporting

MANAGING THE
TRAVELER EXPERIENCE
FROSCH travel consultants are known for their passion, longevity of experience, and
their commitment to service. Our consultants are directly accessible by phone to provide
a complete range of traveler services — including weekends and after hours.
Experienced Professional Domestic
and International Consultants
Hotel Discount Program
International Rate desk
Traveler Seminars and Training
Upgrades
Waivers
Enroute Travel Assistance Programs
Continual Automated Lower Fare Searches
(up to 4 hours prior to departure)
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Flight Alters (delay/cancellations sent to
PDA’s, mobile phones, blackberries)
Pre-trip Reminders
Safety and Health Advisory
VIP/Concierge Service
24 Hour Traveler Assistance
Visa/Passport Assistance
Traveler Alerts
Newsflashes
Customer Surveys

REWARDS & INCENTIVES
TRAVEL SAVINGS AWARD PROGRAM

The Key to Strengthening Your Travel Savings Program
The steps employees should take to keep a company’s travel costs within bounds are
simple enough. What’s not so simple is how employers can get corporate travelers to take
those steps. Do you try to persuade business travelers to follow company guidelines? Or
do you offer incentives to change employee behavior?
It’s a proven fact. If you encourage your employees to adopt corporate travel saving
behaviors, you will see a significant savings in your travel budget.
The Frosch Rewards & Incentives department works with your company to establish a set
of “travel saving behaviors” pertaining to your needs. By tracking and reporting these cost
saving behaviors, communicating to your employees, and offering incentives for these
behaviors, FROSCH will help your company achieve its cost saving goals.
Through the use of Incentel™, our online, point-based Incentive Management tool, we
give you the power to host your own web-based, company-branded travel incentive
program. You’ll help drive travel policy compliance through the offer of points and compel
your travelers to book within the travel policy and thereby increase your company’s overall
savings.

THE TRAVEL REWARD CARD

Using Travel to Inspire Success Has Never Been
So Effortless
Take your recognition or motivation program from Boring to Soaring
with The Travel Reward Card.
The Travel Reward Card is a turn-key individual incentive travel
award card that allows you to deliver precisely the travel reward that
was promised at the cost you budgeted. It allows your recipients to
redeem their card online for the travel experience of their choice so
they can travel where, when, and with whom they choose.
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ENTERTAINMENT TRAVEL
Based in Los Angeles, Frosch Entertainment focuses on handling the special needs of
celebrity, production, entertainment and music industry travel.

TAILORED SERVICES
Movie productions, music tours and on-location fashion shoots have unique needs and
high expectations, and they count on Frosch Entertainment to provide world-class travel
services designed around their dynamic and changing needs. Responsive travel consultants handle every facet of their client’s specific travel program and are available 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week to handle any travel need or emergency, whether on the road or at
home.
Short and long-term apartment and hotel accommodations.
Production contract negotiations.
Meet and greet services
Tour and production management, including budgeting and road management.
Freight handling and shipping logistics.
Passport and visa services with travel, health and safety advisories.
Location scouting, venue sourcing, meeting and conference planning services.
Limousine and charter services.
THE LEADING TRAVEL EXPERT
Our team brings a wealth of experience, representing the top players in the entertainment
industry, including major studios, music tours, high fashion, sports teams and top celebrities. Our focus is providing national and international travel arrangements, logistics, contract negotiations, budgeting and numerous white-glove services.
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GLOBAL REACH
GSM TRAVEL MANAGEMENT
Not all companies seeking global travel consultancy have the same needs – and yet most
global travel management companies take the same form and approach to servicing each
client. GSM Travel Management is Different.
Through our membership in GSM, FROSCH can provide your travel program with global
solutions, complimented by local insight from specialist management companies in over 40
markets worldwide. GSM is a global travel management organization that provides a fresh,
innovative, and uniquely personal approach to global travel management, delivering
solutions that truly fit globally and locally, built on a foundation of service excellence.
Experience, local expertise and knowledge are our differentiators. We use these strengths
to build tailored programs around our clients’ needs. GSM is committed to investing in
technology, employees, and consolidated reporting to simplify your international business
and to serve you better.

CONFERENCES & EVENTS
With a four-part business ideology that includes creative design, a defined strategy,
flawless implementation and on target results, the Frosch Global Conferences & Events
division guarantees your program’s success. We strive to help your group of fifty or fifty
thousand participants achieve your goals and objectives and provide a measurable return
on your investment. Full program management or menu driven requirements include Event
Marketing, Event Technology, Program Management Services, Group Air Movements,
Hotel and Venue Sourcing, Meetings at Sea, Registration and Multi Media Production –
all of which are available for the programs listed below. Experience the difference….
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CONFERENCES, MEETINGS
& TRADESHOWS
Conferences and Sales Meetings
Trip Incentive Programs
User and Developer Conferences
Tradeshows
Symposiums
CME and Pharmaceutical Meetings
Conventions
Dealer and Reseller Programs
Road Shows
Webcasts

EVENTS
Corporate Employee Special Events
High Level Customer Events
Product Launches
Industry Events
Celebrity Golf Tournaments
Give Back Events
Teambuilding Events
Fundraisers
Town Hall Meetings
Off Sites Events

EXTRAORDINARY TRAVEL
PRIVATE CLIENT SERVICES
Frosch Private Client Services provides a membership-only service to high-end discerning travelers
focused on experiencing the best that travel has to offer. Our client list includes corporate executives,
professional athletes, dignitaries, and other high-profile, discerning individuals interested in receiving
the highest level of personalized travel and concierge service. We cater to individual tastes and tailor
our programs to your interests. Whether you are planning a modest-size gathering or a large-scale
international event, PCS has the resources and flexibility to create world-class experiences for
individual travelers, couples, families, or large delegations. Our dedicated team is available 24/7 to
assist with any client’s travel needs:
Air Bookings
Rental Car Reservations
Customized Itineraries
Air Charters

Hotel Bookings
Worldwide Destination Information
Tours (Exclusive and Tailored)
Frequent Flyer Tickets and Mileage Upgrades

Private Yachts
Transfers
Limousine Service

PCS can often provide complimentary upgrades and amenities to members on flights and
accommodations, as well as access to special rates. Our concierge service secures sought-after
restaurant reservations, theatre and sporting event tickets, and special access to private collections
and exhibits. The PCS group approaches meeting and event management with the goal of allowing
attendees to focus on the trip’s purpose rather than the mechanics of the event. Our comprehensive
operations are creative and seamless. We specialize in the extraordinary, one of a kind, “can you get
me in?” programs.

LEISURE
Experienced travel agents offering the most extraordinary travel and vacation deals. Hundreds of travel
agents, nearly unlimited travel and vacation deals. FROSCH’s experience in luxury travel is unmatched.
FROSCH has been an industry leader in luxury travel and vacations since 1972. We have longstanding partnerships that let us uncover incredible deals with amazing resorts, top cruise lines, and
tour companies. Your perfect vacation, whether it’s a cruise, specialty cruise like river cruising or
expedition cruising, all-inclusive land vacations, exotic safari, or a culture and education oriented trip,
is just a phone call or mouse-click away. Incredible memories. Magical moments. An extraordinary
vacation. All for you.

CONTACT
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To learn more about our
Co-Headquarters			Co-Headquarters
services, please go to
NEW YORK				HOUSTON
www.frosch.com.		
909 Third Avenue, 12th Floor
One Greenway Plaza, Suite 800
				New York, NY 10022			Houston, TX 77046
				212-404-6300				713-850-1566
				800-846-3226				800-866-1623

